This immediately poses the problem of whether infinite terms can be used to characterize full Kleene recursion in higher types and more specifically whether, for~of type n+2, To(T) gives a characterization of the n+1 -section of ~.
We show in w that for arbitrary ~of type n+2 the functionals of types ~ n+1 definable in T O (~) are just those functionals appearing in a naturally-constructed Kleene-type hierarchy based on ~, which generalizes [11] .
(This hierarchy expands primitive recursively though not necessarily recursively since~may not be a "jump"). The proof of this equivalence uses normalization for To(~)-As a consequence we obtain a negative answer to the second problem above as follows . The type n+l functionals definable in To(n+2E) are precisely the functionals obtained in Kleene's hierarchy Ha n+1 , aE0U+1 [5] . But Moschovakis [7] has shovm that the hierarchy 0 H a , aE does not exhaust the 2-section of 3E .
In connection with the first problem mentioned above Fe~erman [4] has recently obtained a new definition of full recursion in higher types which, although not formulated as a system of terms, is nevertheless motivated by the idea of autonomous enumeration. In w we investigate ways of generalizing the autonomous sequencing scheme, so as to obtain complete characterizations of higher-type recursion (The obvious idea is first to allow "long" sequences, enumerated by definable functionals of arbitrary pure type, rather than just functions as in T o. But this is insufficient as it stands, and needs to be modified further.) This leads to a hierarchy of systems of terms To,TI,T 2 and Long Partial Terms, the last one of which turns out to be nothing other than a reformulation of Feferman's definition For each a~ C ~ Typ (a) will have the form ~,~where ~ is the type of t a and ~--TI,...,T n is to be thought of as determining the sequence ~= Xl,...,x n of free variables in t a (i.e. x i is to be the variable x~i if T i is the J-th occurrence of that type symbol in ~).
With this ~ we also write ta(~) for t a . From the definition it will be clear that ~ contains all of the free and none of the bound variables of t a . [4] .
Most of them (Lemmas I-4) are proved using the primitive recursion theorem.
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The type level LT of a type symbol T is defined by 
he(g) = }(X~.he1(a,~))

)
provided that for each x, he1(X) is an index for a functional with arguments ~.
6. he(s):~ he1(he2(g), 5)
7. he(~)= he1(~' ) where ~' is some permutation of ~ .
To be precise, the above schemes should be interpreted as a simultaneous inductive definition of a set of indices e, and for each index e a functional h We believe however that the e intention is clear.
w The~-hierarchy.
We now develop a recursion-theoretic hierarchy based on a fixed but completely arbitrary type n+2 object ~, and prove that the functionals of type ~ n+1 appearing in the hierarchy are precisely those functionals definable in To(~) 9 The hierarchy is just a generalization of [11] to higher types.
Let lelF(~) , e < ~, be a standard enumeration of all functionals (with arguments ~ of type ~ n) primitive recumsive in a type n+1 object F (in the sense of Kleene [5] ). We assume ~elF(~)= 0 if e is not an index for a functional of the appropriate string of variables.
We associate with~an operator~defined as follows
The ~-hierarchy is then obtained by iterating ~over a simultaneously generated set of ordinal notations. Note however that the word "hierarchy" is used in a rather broad sense here, since ~may not be a jump operator in the usual sense (and although~raises "primitive recursive degree" it need not raise "degree").
As a result of this our hierarchies will not in general have the uniqueness property. predicates ~] . Our definition differs from Kleene's particularly in the formation of limit levels, where we insist that fundamental sequences ~ b~ primitive recursive (rather than Just recursive) in previous levels ~ However standard methods show that the two definitions give rise to the same class of predicates and functlonals (and coincide at limit stages). ~9schovakls KT~ has shown that~ for n= I , the hierarchy does not exhaust the 2-sectlon of 3E (nor the l-section of 3E). But for ~of type >i 3 the functions definable in TO(~) do not, in general, exhaust the 1-sectlon of ~.
@3. Extensions of To(~)
The reason why To(~) for~of type level ~ 3 does not give full Kleene recursion in'seems to be that sequences used to build up terms in To(~) are indexed by natural numbers and so each term can be regarded as a countable well-fotmded tree , whereas
Kleene-computations in types ~ 3 are in general uncountable.
Thus it is tempting to allow sequences indexed by higher-type objects and to consider a system T I(B) of infinite terms which is 
recursively compute p a5 such that Eal
We finally obtain the required p by the primitive recursion theorem.
Clearly this Theorem will hold for any~such that 3E is definable in To(~) , and it will also generalize to higher types when relativized to 4E,SE etc.
-~tb~ M formed by IV ~ is given in
The depth of a term t~4,ai~- There is a primitive recursive function h such that
It is fairly straightforward to define such anh using the primitive recursion theorem; we omit the details.
Since the treatment of T2(~) involved a discussion of partial functionals anyway, it seems natural to look for a more direct Pk is the k -the. primitive recursive function.
For the "partial" terms t a for a~ C we omit corresponding details. Notice however, the problems which can arise when in particular we may have bF = a for some F and so in general t a may have the structure of a non-well-founded tree (analogous to the undefined computations which can arise through Kleene's scheme $9). One can think of a computation of [a] -F from given a,F as working through t a starting from the outermost node. In such a computation, an infinite branching occurs in the case of abstraction (where the structure of t a has only a l-fold branching), but only a 2-fold branching occurs in the case of sequencing (whereas the structure of t a in this case has an infinite branching).
We have arrived at an inductive definition (I)... (5) 
